General Education Meeting 3-29-2018

The meeting was called to order by J. Seabury at 2:35pm

Approval of 3-8-18 minutes

Motion to approve: G. Harel
Seconded: B. Scott
Vote: 7 yes, 2 obs

The meeting began with Jason providing a guide of the criteria for adding and/or removing courses from a Gen Ed competency.

1. **ENG 281 move from creative writing to Aesthetic Dimensions / Written Comm embedded**

The committee reviewed the ENG 281 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. The committee members also discussed the amount of time that is spent during a course meeting BOR outcomes.

Motion to approve: B. Scott
Seconded: Jamie Hammond
Vote: Unanimous

2. **ENG 282 move from Creative Writing to Aesthetic Dimensions / Written Comm embedded**

The committee reviewed the ENG 282 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. The committee members also discussed the amount of time that is spent during a course meeting BOR outcomes.
Motion to approve: B. Scott
Seconded: Jamie Hammond
Vote: Unanimous

3. EET252 Digital Electronics-Scientific Reasoning

The committee reviewed the EET252 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. The committee members concluded that the learning outcomes should be revised and consolidated.

Motion to Table: L. Venuk
Second: J. Damiano
Vote: Unanimous

4. BIO 262 Genetics-Scientific Reasoning

The committee reviewed the BIO262 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. Committee members recommended that a lab observation in data acquisition be included in the revisions and that the proposal be returned for revisions

Motion to return: P. Benzi
Seconded: L. Anderson
Vote: Unanimous

5. BIO175 Marine Science-Scientific Knowledge

The committee reviewed the BIO175 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. The committee members were not in favor of some of the language used in the learning outcomes and recommended that some of the LOs be revised.

Motion to return: J. Damiano
Seconded: B. Scott
Vote: Unanimous
6. **ANT101 Anthropology-Global Knowledge**

The committee members briefly reviewed the BOR outcomes under global knowledge. The committee reviewed the ANT101 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. G. Harel raised a question about LO #2 and J. Seabury suggested that clarification on LO #2 should be requested. The motion to approve was moved forward upon clarification or conformation that LO2 meets the BOR definition of contemporary.

Motion: G. Harel  
Seconded: S. Eddy  
Vote: Unanimous

7. **ENG 241 World Lit I moved from Written Comm to Historical Knowledge**

The committee members briefly reviewed the BOR outcomes under Historical Knowledge. The committee reviewed the ENG 241 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable.

Motion to Approve: Jeff Damiano  
Seconded: L. Venuk  
Vote: Unanimous

8. **ENG 242 World Lit II to Historical Knowledge**

The committee members briefly reviewed the BOR outcomes under Historical Knowledge. The committee reviewed the ENG 242 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable.

Motion to Approve: K. Ekquist-Lechner  
Seconded: G. Harel  
Vote: Unanimous
9. **ENG 242 Word Lit II to Global Knowledge**

The committee members briefly reviewed the BOR outcomes under Global Knowledge. The committee reviewed the ENG 242 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable.

- Motion to Approve: J. Seabury
- Seconded: L. Venuk
- Vote: Unanimous

10. **ENG 241 World Lit I moved from Written Comm to Aesthetic Dimensions**

The committee members briefly reviewed the BOR outcomes under Aesthetic Dimensions. The committee reviewed the ENG 241 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable. A discussion followed on BOR outcome #5.

- Motion to Approve: L. Anderson
- Seconded: K. Ekquist-Lechner
- Vote: Unanimous

11. **ENG 242 Word Lit II to Aesthetic Dimensions**

The committee reviewed the ENG 242 outcomes to check how well they match the BOR outcomes and to gauge if they were assessable.

- Motion to Approve: G. Harel
- Seconded: B. Scott
- Vote: 6 approve
- Abstain: J. Seabury

12. **Chair and vice-Chair 2018-2019 academic year**

**Chair- Jeff Damiano**

Motion to Approve: J. Seabury
Seconded: Beth-Ann Scott
Vote: Unanimous
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Motion to Approve: J. Seabury
Seconded: J. Damiano
Vote Unanimous

13. Motion to adjourn

Motion: J. Seabury
Vote: Unanimous